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STRATEGI'ESFOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF CULTURAL PLURALISM

In the middle fifties (Brown, 1954)

and early eventies (Rodrigues, 1971; Lau,

entire sixties "(Escobedo, 1970,

1974), urban school districts; .

- such as Los Angeles, San Antonio, and Sian FramEisco", were taken to court

by students, and parents for their negTective and oppressive treatment.

Inner-city parents and students charged urban school districts with "ir-

r

reconcilable differences," that is, urban school districts'persisfed in

having their relationship. and treatment of thefr students, whose character

had changed considerably;* guided by the outdated melting pot theory: The

courts found that .mistreatment by the urban school districts t imental
If %

to the well being of their spouses, but that divorce was not possible, and

the differences were, reconcilable.

ordered to change their. treatment:

Ther?fore, inner city schoo(s were.

4 '

toward students and parents, and con-

comitantly anew philosophical concept was adopted., So-it is under.court

'

urging, Office for Civil Rights supervision (1970 Memorandum) ,'and federal
, .

fuhdini (ESEA) that sq0e.urban school districts are flirting with While

others are courting seriously the conceptof cultural- plurafisin. Recent

observation of this courtship by one chaperon, Urban Education Studies

headed by-Francis Chase, is providing evidence that positive interaction,

although sporadic, is taking place with pr ise of bearing inte leOtually-

talented and culturally healthy youngsters. Whilea happy marrige is

Still in the distance, there are definite signs that neglect'and abuse 6

are turning tolespect and cooperation by urban school districts toward

*Af a 1977 survey conducted by Urban Education Studies of 29 urban school
districts, 15 had,racia3 or ethnic majority student enrollment (12 black,
2,Latino, and 1 Hawaiian) apdthe remaining /4 districts were white,
Majorities.
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.,racial and ethnic minorities and languag, minority students and parents.
,

'While cultural pluralistic programs weiv created to counter negative

.

t

t

self-concepts and negative cultural imagei:absorbed by racial and ethnic

minorities, caused'by inappropriate actionsAy school district personnel,

conceptually.cultural4luralism'extends beyond 'this narrow interpretation. :
.- .

Culta'al pluralism dictates that school personnel deign instructional.
./=, ,

'Orograhs, organize experiences, and create curricula so that all pupils
,..., . 4

1,41T be assured td explore, learn,' and respect their own cultural and.,f

historical heritages as well as those of others. Partially, because a high

,

degree of cultural programs'are.bicultural in nature rathpr than 'Multi-!.

*, cultural, student enrollment is generally limited toNthe minority group

`the program is particularly addressed to.
2
Thus bilingual Programs and

sC-
ethnic studies courses are composed mostly Of non-whites, consequently N*tt

program goals tend to be heavily targeted toward reniediation. This re-

stricted interpretation of cultural pluraltsm by school leaders is. due 46

mostly : to educators excessively relating cultural ,pluralism with .the equal

opportunity movement."'

Numerous conversations with many-educators reveal they vieecultpial

pluralistic programs as a strategy-by ethnic grOu0s.to extend their socio-'

political interests. Hencehese tltural oriented programs bare considered

to be political interventions rfaer than educationally valuable' 'endeavors.

It is ironic that these instructional programs are still foethe most part
,

..,

emediation centered When the multicultural education phenomenon'in'the

United States was principally motivated to reject and countei thesultural

deficit explanatipn of minority students' failure in schnol;,But, even if

the major intent of the cultural pluralism,moimient was politiial'and

economic oriented (which advocates do not support), such interesti'in

p.
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education are legitimate arid do not warrant the extreme-unfavorable reac-

tion demonstrated by school leaders. :W. A. Goodenough advises educators'

to examine closely` ow schools manipulate access to micro-cultures since

the distribution O'f power Within any society is related to the distribu -'

tion of cultuill knowledge and skills, thus access to privilege.3 Sociali-

zation of studentsents by schools has been a pervasive function since the,in-

ception of formal instruction io America.' Educators, then, should not'be

as repulsed by this dimefision &n cultural pluralism efforts as they have

demonstrated. Instead, educational leaders must coricern themselVes with

moving away from homogenous interpretation of culture and Move.toward,em-

phasizing learning not only of inter-grotO'culture but intra-group diver- .

,sity as well, and such learning must be by all students and staff. Finally,
-

to' counter the deficit background concept, educators must embrace the an- .4'

1

thropologist's perspective, that is, many childrtn have ...culturally dif-

ferent learning environment at home, consequently urban schools must change . ,

their curriculum. and teaching methods to be consistent with their students'

4
cultural backgrounds..

Urban Education Studies* (UES), funded by the Spencer Foundation in 1976

to discover promising developments, problem-solving strategies, and aCtors

essential to successful 'Ordtram implementation in(urban'school districts,

,
scirveyed twenty -nine urban school districts and visited five* of these

twenty-nine districts during:1977 to collect dataon cultural -plurdlisM

so Os'to gin a fairly accurate picture of its extensivenessOlariety of

programs.and quality of implementation. The statistical data and on-site

team observations confirmed some well-known suspicions and supported find
.

ings,of previous studies.
5

The surveyed school districts, self-identified

*Atlanta, Dallas, Milwaukee, Oakland and Toledo were the five districts

visited by UES observation teams. ,
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130 programs as fitting-the cultural plural ism category. Of this number,

sixty-one were*. label ed as bilingual and thirty-seven p rojects were cl

sified mtilticulttiral while the 'remaining thirty-two were efforts devoted
/

to improve' intercultirral interaction or,-eliminate bias in curriculum and'

school procedures. 'Participation of ethnic ,groups. in these One hundred

and thirty programs revealed a 'distri/bution of 45.8% Latino, 29.3%white,

-.,
.1 -

17.3% black and 7.6% other (most1;Native American and Hiigaiian). 'There-r.
J

... .

fore, for every one hundred persons, participating in a school stioasored
4 /

cultu-ral Pluralism activity, 71 were minority and only 29 were White.

, The .observation of.the five districts visited by UES. teams, usually- coo-
4.

posed of practitioners and university professOrsi, revealed the minority.
individuals, were uniformly of the same racial or ethnic background.

Furthermore, the primary source of funding for cul tural, pluralistic ef-

forts was the federal government; 72.3% of the funding was madeavailable

under ESEA and ESAA sources. It would seem that to datethe character'

and .scope of multicultural education are directly correlated to federal

guidelines and congressional aljokation..

.

While the cultural pluralistic undertakings, were placed into three

abroad categories (Oil ingual , multicultural,tural , and overcoming distrimina-
%

tion); descriptions of the 130 prOJ s showed a Wide variety. The range
, . . .

went from projects being .marginal toArograms clearly centered on the

g. definition\ andcpurpose of cultural pluralism. Fortunately, there were

more of the latter than the foiiner. The cause for this wide continuum

is probably ,best explained-by the school district's familiarity with

cultural pluralism.- .School districts whose administrator's were know -
.

ledgeabl e of cul tural pluralism m .had excellently designed programs (mul -
vet* 4,,

tiple purposes,- /omprehensive- coverage, focused activities), whereas ,...

..; -
r.
. , - ..

. . .,...,. . -,

t 6;,..
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school districts whose-understanding of cultural pluralism was vague had

projects that were deficient in many areas'. The most progressive and suc-

cessful efforts in cultural pluralisp were found in two areas,,bilingual

.
education and curriculum development. ,

It is not surprising that either bilingual education,or curriculum

developmedihould show the most advancement or be the most extensive in

scope. ,'The U.S. Supreme.Court ruling_ on Lau (1974) pequtres a school
,

district with non-English speaking stUdentsito Provide language instrue-

tion in the child's'native language. Language minority student enroll;

Ment has beers increasing across the country especially inurban school

districts and the upward trend is anticipated to contintie. Taking one,

language group, for example, in 1966 Los Angeles Unified School District

recorded 19% of its student populationas Spanish surname while in 1977,

Spanish surname enrollment rose to 34.9%.
6

Also Latthos are the fastest

growing population because of a high birth rate and large immtgation;

Further, it is estimated that there.are 11 million Latinos and 29 million

other bilinguals in the United.States.7 Hence, just the magnitude of in-

creasing numbers As forcing school distrtots to develop some type of bi

program for this exploding 'student population. 'COnsequently,

balsas, with'eperienced leadership-at the executive levehlt ring '.y

. .

with a strong Spanish speaking bilingualprogram:Milwaukee is spensor
. -, .

ing a, total 'immersion German bilingual program, and San Francisco. is dill!. -

k s

1ml:1y:coping with a multi- lingual program for Spanish; Koreai n, VietnaMese, .

r -
.

. .

and Chinese. . . ,.
i

Similarly there should be no mystery as to the strong furtherance of
. , ?

turriculumrrftform in the cultural .pluralisminovement. Curriculum develop--
0 G.

ment has had a long history in American education and is considered the
. 4

.

e4t.

1

'
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Even though ..number of urban School districts have developed fundi -

mentally.soUnd programs to promote intercultural understanding, the pro -

gress of implementation is uneven. ,Evidence to justify this judgement

was found a3 school districts gisited. The series of on site visits by

UESteamd revealed an imbalance of.progress in ethnic projects,in such

districts as Dallas, Milwaukee-and San FranciscO.* Observations uncov-

ered that wIile all three school districts had a worthwhile Native Ameri7
.

.

can program, each project lagged far

Studies counterparts. In addition;

behind their bilingual and black ,

most districts are doing.a.tommend.,-.

able job of reducing distriminatory coverage of minorities in .their in-
4

structional material but lesser action on district praitice and policy

is yielding minimal lowering of unfavorable treatement toward minorities.
J

Of greater importance to indi'vidualsArying to ascertain urban school

districts' cultural pluralism-attempts was the uncovering of reasons to

explain the unevenness of progress and quality. Restated,, What factors

were observed that gave programs high ratings of successfulness or proar

First, a majority of the e-programs whitti were scored as effective :

seemed to rely heavily on a combination of highly qualified staff and

strong district commitment. Fuller program implementation was occur-

ring in.districts where leadership was expert in content knowledge,

had teaching experience, and substantial administrative skill with

,multi-cultural,or bilingual education. Also/it was characteristic of.

high rated programs to find

t:

project staff that were well versed in their

responsibilities and-had realistic views of what-was accomplishable in

regard to certain time frames. Directly related to staff was the aspect

*San Francisco visited by-author not by UES team.
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Even though a'number of urban school_ districts have developed fundi-
.

44,
mentally

,
soOnd programs to promote intercultural understanding, the.pro-

,-

gress of implementation is uneven. . Evidence to justify this judgement

was found at school districts visited. The series of on sitevisits by

UES,teamS revealed an imbalance of.progress in ethnic projects,in such

districts as Dallas, Milwaukeeand San Franciscb.* Observations uncov-

ered that wbili all three school districts had a worthwhile Native Ameri7

can program, each project lagged far behind their bilingual and black ,

Studies counterparts. In addition; most districts are doing.a.commend,-

able job of reducing discriminatory coverage of minorities in their in-

.4
I

structional material.but lesser action on district praCtice and policy

is yielding minimal lowering of unfavorable treatement toward minorities.
.. . -

. J

Of greater importance to indiVidualsArying to ascertain urban school

districts' cultural pluralism-attempts was "the uncovering of reasons to

explain the unevenness of progress and sitiality. Restatad,, What factors

were observed that gave programs high ratings of successfulness or prom -

First, a majority of the programs whictj were scored as effective :

seemed to rely heavily on a combination of highly qualified staff and
1

Strong district commitment. Fuller ,program implementation was occur-

ring in _districts where leadership was expert in content knowledge,

had teaching experience, and substantial administrative skill with

.multi-culturator bilingual education. Also?it was characteristic of

high rated programs to find project stafi that were well versed in their.

responsibilities and-had realistic views of what was accomplishable in

regard to certain time frames. Directly related to staff was the aspect

*San Francisco visited by author not by UES team.

-
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of district commitment,: Where knowledgeable persOnnel wa's fot#2d.at'the

. exec tive and mid- management level, explicit commitment -was voiced and

. nurture . Attempts at informing the total district staff and involving

the effi ted comMunity were an-integralpart of the operation. The most

. notable district exhibiting these two factors was Dallas.

Second, a crucial factor promoting success was having competent in-
,

structional staff in ample numbers performing well defined roles. In-

structional staff that had pre-service.traihing,previous experience with

or in-service in program proceddres and prbgram curriculum appeared to bq

better organized, more motivated, and adept at carrying out their normal .

4.

4 tasks and meeting unexpected or new situations. 'Also, having suffiCient

numbers of instructional staff allowed some districts to differentiate

. .

their staffing pattern forming necessary support teams and erMitting

.

delegation of responsibility to be evenly distributed. M waukee:!t South

Division High School was faVorably reviewed because of t quality. staff,

factor. Conversely, the critical4drawbiik of poorli.im emented program-
k

matic efforts was ascribed to lack

,,

ck of adequate staff b h in quantity.

and'eompetency. Unfortunately, the axiom of havihg.a 11 core of able

staff members"` itrategically positioped working for, c ge doestnot apply.

in this situation as it does elsewhere. Cultural pl1 lisM is too massive

a-mission for a limited-number of staff members, in rge Urban districts

to accomplish. There are too many components to ge' or install so

r:
that-a.cdre staff can not manage all that is nece TY:without becoming

overworked and disheditened.

Thirdly, programs designated as having great

tion teams promoted parental, student and commun

noted that encouragement of citizen participati

1.0

44
omise by UES observa-

involvement. Ryas

broughtb bah practical
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and psychological benefits to the school district and school community.

For the spi itually and financially troubled urban school district, com-'

mnity.invol ement brought much needed cooperation and support in the'form

\ of untapped human resources and city facilities. On the other hando'parents
.

no,longer felt alienated, students had some influence over their education

and'both received greater. satisfaction from'theirincluion. By both ;1

school and community joining hands, a true partnership is forMed and sin-

cere sense'of a school community relation is established. A vivid illus-

tration of community participation as a power to'upgrade urban education

was recorded in Toledo. Nathan Hale Community School was founded, de.;.

.signed and built buleighborhood people who knewwhat...they wanted and

worked with city and school officills to get.it. Atianta's,Northside
,

Parents for Public Schools, organized to' stem whiteflight,'Was'another

.outstanding example of whikt)can be aacompfished by dedicated Volunteer

parents. A °
.

.4 ; r

.

Lastly, staff training wads found.tobe a vital contributor to enhanc -

ingcprogram implementation. Since the practice of biling 1 and multi-

:
.

cultural' instruction in the classroom is relatively new, st instructional

staff members were aid are constantly'learnirig on the job,. District pro-
\

grams which included staff in-service sessions on a ,regular basis bene-
.

I

fited'in a number of ways. example;-coordination among leathers was

coherent, teacher made materials adopted to suit students in the prOgram4

were available due to in-service'time,.prograil goals and objectives were

internationalized more, procedurds and reports were followed and made

better, and communication was extensive and intensive.

-If the status of cultural pluralism efforts'in urban school districts
1

4

across the country ranges from:poo tooutstanding and most societal factors

11 .
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give indication that MulticulturaOrograms will be increasing, what

strategies will need to be undertaken to improve present and f<ure

programs? From the start it must.7 clear that the general response
. ,

. to this question is not new nor should, it come as a.surpriSe.. Strate-

gies to bring quality to multi-cultural programs at no different that'll

/ . :.
, p 4

those understood necessary for btheremergent program$. ."

StrategyAne: School,. District Commitment

The disfrict leadership must recognize and ascept.the geniiine needqk
. ,

,for multi-cultural education. Cultural pluralistic programs must be

considered valid instructional endeavors to proxide learning experiences

i
'suitable for culturally different students. The leadership must come to

,

accept some facts as lasting ,realities. (1) The world is tecoMIng in

creasihgly nonnwhiie. I,tis.estimited that of the qx bill,i n 14Ople

I

inhabiting the worleby the year 2000, five billion will be non-white.8.

(2):Urbanlife is "more popUlarthanru'ral. By 2000 9RIT/of.the

United States population will be living in urban,seitingsp9' (3) Multi -

cultural societies develop in the wake OfurbanisM. Therefore, urban

school. districts must make:a.sincere, internal commitment to cultura

pluralism and that vow must be based on providing service' compatible.

with its community.' This commitment must,be accompanied with the school

trustees increasing the funds.for such programs and these funds must

come frOM the loca) district budget.

Strategy two: New Philosophy:. Enrichment and Mainstreams

After a totalicommitment is made, the school board and. the adminis-.

'trative cabinet of the district must°adopt a new philosophy anchored to

I

12
.4
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two perspectives. One, cultural pluralistic programs,mustie-eonstructed

toAispedse enrichment learning activities rather than remedial -type
.

learning experiedtes. Cultural ;pluralism must no longer be considered.

.a compensatory type program. Elimination of the deficiency.-viewpoint

from cultural pluralism-isprobably .the most important :step- necessary

to upgrade the-education of urban school districts. This one small but

.s

significant.move opens the door to 4reater benefitefor many more indi-

viduals. In essence, perspective one leads to perspective two. School
(',

decision makers-must learn from past movements, in particular from the

desegregation and special education movement. we, in education, must

come to realize that separation of.any group frOm the "regular educa-

tion program" cannot last. ust'as racial and ethnic minorities:and

handicapped Children are'being.brodght into the mainstream, so cultural

-pluralistic programi must be incorporated unto the Main current. Further,

iust at compensatory education programslbegun'is adjunct operations, have

come to doMinate and transform the regillar currjcula; so cultural plur-
.

alism will have to become comprehensive philosophy and curricula,of

urban school, districts.

Strategy three: Comprehensive Planning

Whether cultural pluralism is to be implementedon a 'Hilted or .dis-

trict wide basis, comprehensive planning'is mandatory: Few, if any,-

districts have Organized theirthodrghtsibout how to effectively imple-

ment cultural pluralism for the next five to ten years: -Because, most

4iAlitricts ew cultural pluralism program as limited inscopeittem-

poral in-nature and expendable when the federal funds-diminish,,no con-s

cripplanning or thorough-thinking has materialized abOut,what actions

1 3



will.benecessary-te accommodate the inevitable expansion and heir cul-
-,

tutil.pluralism can be.pest,integrated.,-At a time when urban school
o

districts are undergoing reassessment pf their long range goals and

priorities, it seems a most oppOrtune time to-include Comprehensive

,planning for cultural Pluralism, Id conjunction with pladning, the

,district- should invite community-representatives to participate.__AQ-

where is it more appropriate or more important to'inclUde parents,

students and interested community persons than in the planning stage.

, 7

.Strategy four:. Hiring for Diversity
,

Since the quality of present multi-cultural education -determined,

by the nature of district staff available, it is imperative that the,

district does all it can to'emOloy staff who have knowledge and skills
,

necessary to carry out a multi-cultural program. Hiring for diveriity

must be both a short and Jong range priority. 'Since there are very few 0

universities and colleges that have teacher training programs directed,

at multi-cultural education, for the next fiveyears.at least",- districts
.

will have to depend upon hiring individual whOseCultureloare similar ,-

to their students'. As pre-service and'in-service programs become -more

multi-culturally focused, thell districtsWil be able to expand their

programmetic.goals and objectives.

Strategy five: Differentiated Staff Development

Concurrent with intensified efforts to hire more diversity, urban-

school districts will have4launch differentiated in-service programs to

upgrade all district about cultural pluralism. Differentiated

I
!

in-service means varying the content, in-service approach, time, time in-

terval, and intensity to accomplish the objectives for various groups.

14



That is, teachers Willneedintensive and continuous involvement with

curriculum and classroom management while principals will require in-
.

frequent but Sequential attendanCe at in-service sessions addressed-at .

developing classroom observation. and feedback skill's. Meanwhile, central

office personnel will be required to take in-service on how to. evaluate

cultural pluralistic objectives and products. Therefore; not only will

the content of the in-service
7
vary according to the staff members rela-

-

ifonship to the program but the in-service approach will vary according

tethe in-service objectives. A formula tofollow in planning'in-serviee

is: the closer.the involvement by the staff member to the program, the

more intensive, continuous, and varied the sessions should Oe. But agaiI

in-service should go beyond touching just program staff, it needs to make

firm contact with all district staff from board of trustees to school,

clerical personnel..

Strategy six: Formative Evaluation

Amprovement can begin only after useful assessment occurs. ,To-date

cultural pluralistic programs have been plagued by evaluation rather

than assisted. At this time, evaluation of cultural-pluralfstic pro-
,

grams is afflicted with (1) lack of objective instruments to measure

student achievement; (a) premature summitive evaluation; (3) non-utili-

zatitn of findings by school districts and (4) insufficient numbers of

district evaluators knowledgeable about cultural pluralism. Urban"

school districts must.quickly move to accomplish the following. (a) '

Adopt a formative evalUation'scheme where continuous data arkcollected

on programmatic objectives. Thus process is being examined not student

outcomes. (b)- On-going analysivof collected data is necessary in order

to alter faulty program practice. (c) Employ knowledgeable or trained

'15
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evaluators to be informed about cultural pluralism. These evaluators

marbe.informed about cultural pluralism. The evaluators could then

work closely with program administratbrs and teachers'to identify dis-,

crepancies and'plan corrections. (9 Efforts should'be made to either

purchase or develop instruments which evaluate'objettively _the academic

perforOance of pupilstin multi-cultural prograMS. -111-111e practice of

using summative evaluation on a three or four year program to determine

if it should be continued should be avoided!

In closing, it is apparent that urban school districts have moved .

forward to provide worthwhile education for its culturally diverse

student communities. But if the-courtship of cultural pluralism is to

progress into a meaningful partnership, then urbakschoo ,districts.

will'have to.accelerate their efforts toward renewal and form through

the-actualization of the above six strategies. If this recent courtship

of-cultdral pluralism by urban school districts were to result in a per-

manent,relationship, it could revitalize the social, economic, and cut-

turAl fabric of America just. as the match making of industrial technology

and urban cities led the United States to be a world Omer.

16'
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